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I.

INTRODUCTION

The production of ionization in matter by swift par
ticles has been the subject of much experimental and theo
retical investigation.

Of particular interest both from the

viewpoint of quantum mechanical theory and practical appli
cation is the relation between the energy lost by the par
ticle and the amount of ionization produced.

This relation

has often been the basis for the energy measurement of
atomic particles yielded by nuclear reactions.

In order to

correctly interpret the results of such measurements, it is
necessary to understand the processes involved in the energy
loss.

A.

Theoretical Background for Energy Losses

Because of the theoretical complexity of these processes,
it has been necessary to introduce simplifying assumptions
in studying them.

Some of these assumptions have led to

experimental discrepancies.

The present experiment has been

a study of one such discrepancy encountered in the measure
ment of fission fragment energies.

A discussion of the

background leading to this experiment follows.
Charged particles passing through matter lose energy by
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the following processes (1,2,3,4,5).
1.

Inelastic collisions with atomic electrons
Such collisions lead to the excitation of electronic

levels and to ionization.

This process is the dominant mode

of energy loss for charged particles moving with velocities
much greater than the orbital electron velocity for the
particle.
2.

Electron capture and loss
Positively charged particles moving through matter con

tinually capture and lose electrons during collisions with
atoms.

This effect is strongly velocity dependent and is

most important for particle velocities of the order of the
orbital electron velocity for the particle,
3»

Elastic collisions with atoms
In this type of collision the incident particle inter

acts with the atom as a whole and imparts only the kinetic
energy necessary to conserve momentum.
4»

Radiative collisions
If a charged particle is accelerated strongly enough in

a sudden deflection, a quantum of energy may be radiated.
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5.

Nuclear collision resulting in excitation of the nucleus

6.

Polarization of the stopping medium
This process becomes important only at extremely high

particle energies.
The phenomena to be discussed from here on will involve
particles and energies such that the latter three processes
may be entirely ignored in comparison with the first three.
Inelastic collision with atomic electrons was first
treated by N. Bohr on a classical basis.

Eis model was

essentially the Rutherford scattering of electrons in the
stopping medium by the incident particle.

Except to set a

lower limit on the energy transfer possible, the electrons
were assumed to be free.

With the introduction of wave

mechanics, it was shown that classical theory was incapable
of handling the problem.

It was necessary to abandon the

concept of impact parameter and introduce wave mechanical
scattering.

In particular, H. Bethe applied the Born

approximation to energy loss by inelastic collisions with
atomic electrons and was successful in developing a theory
which agrees well with experiment.
For particles moving with velocities close to their own
orbital electron velocity, the probability for capturing
electrons from the stopping medium becomes very large.

The

captured electrons also have a large probability of being
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lost in further collisions.

The net result of this process

is that atoms in the stopping medium are left ionized and
for each capture-loss cycle the particle loses kinetic energy
at least equal to the ionization potential of the ionized
atom.

Electron capture and loss is theoretically extremely

complex and has been dealt with only approximately.

The

basic points in the theory have been discussed by Bohr (I4.).
The process of elastic atomic collision becomes in
creasingly important at low velocities and eventually
dominates as the means for energy loss.

Because of the low

velocity of the particle involved, it is valid to apply
classical theory.

Bohr (4.) has combined classical theory

with the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom and has deduced ex
pressions for the elastic scattering cross-section.

Of the

most direct interest to the present discussion is the appli
cation by Knipp and Ling (6) of this theory to the energy
loss of fission fragments.

For the particular case of

fission fragments, energy loss by elastic scattering is of
major importance over a large portion of the fragment range.
This is in contrast to the case of lighter particles with
low nuclear charge for which elastic atomic collisions are
negligible except at the extreme end of the particle range.

5
B,

Ionization in the Energy Loss Process

It is important to note that the discussion thus far
has been concerned only with the energy lost by the particle
in passing a given distance in the stopping medium.

Although

excitation and ionization are important processes for energy
loss, the above theories do not specifically predict how
much ionization will be produced for a given energy loss.
This problem is much more difficult from a theoretical
standpoint, and except for a few simple cases very little
quantitative theoretical treatment is available#

Almost all

ionization studies have therefore been of an empirical
nature.
For purposes of discussion, it will be convenient to
divide ionization into two parts, the primary and the
secondary ionization.
1.

Primary ionization
Ionization produced by the direct Inelastic collision

of the primary particle with electrons in the stopping
medium constitutes primary ionization.

Also included in

this division is the ionization resulting from each electron
capture-loss cycle as the primary particle captures and
loses electrons as it passes through the medium.
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2.

Secondary Ionization
Many of the electrons and atoms struck by the primary

particle carry off amounts of energy many times greater than
the ionization potential of the stopping medium.

These

secondary particles are therefore capable of producing
ionization in further collisions in a manner similar to that
of the primary particle.

This cyclic process of secondary

ionization continues until the final particles have insuffi
cient energy to cause further ionization.

Secondary ioniza

tion accounts for about half the total ionization in hydro
gen and for over two-thirds of the total in heavier stopping
materials.
Most of the work on ionization has been done on gaseous
stopping materials, and because this is the case to be con
sidered in this study, the following discussion will be
limited to ionization produced in gases.

To a first approxi

mation, the theory is the same for solids and liquids.
However for more accurate treatment the extremely complex
coupling between atoms in solids and liquids presents a
formidable obstacle.
The calculation of primary ionization for hydrogen
atoms as the stopping gas has been carried through by Bethe
(7)•

More recently some of the excitation and ionization

cross-sections for hydrogen and helium have been calculated
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by Bates and Griffing (8) and by Moiseiwitsch and Stewart
(9)•

Even for helium the problem becomes exceedingly complex

and somewhat uncertain.
Computation of secondary ionization implies first the
solution of the primary ionization problem in detail.
Secondary ionization is the sum effect of many secondary
particles arising from collisions with the primary particle.
It is necessary to know the energy spectrum of these secondary
particles in order to begin to calculate the resulting
secondary ionization.

Except for the case of protons in

hydrogen, such distributions have not been calculated.
Secondary ionization may also be produced by collisions
of excited atoms with atoms having ionization potentials
less than the excitation energy.

This process becomes ex

tremely important in the noble gases which have long-lived
"metastable" electronic states of high energy.

For these

gases, the amount of ionization depends very strongly on
the purity of the gas*

Jesse and Sadauskis (10) have shown

that the addition of one-tenth per cent of argon to pure
helium increases the amount of ionization by 40 per cent*
The explanation is given in terms of the reaction
He* • A = He + A+
Helium is metastable in both the 2

+ e~ .

(I)

1
3
S and 2 S states, which

have energies respectively 20.6 and 19.8 ev.

Atoms in such

excited states are capable of ionizing atoms or molecules
with which they collide and which have ionization potentials
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less than the excitation energy.

For the particular case of

helium, any contaminant except neon should produce an in
crease in the ionization.

The high ionization potential of

neon, 21.6 ev, prevents the reaction from occurring.

This

prediction has been verified for all contaminants tried in
cluding neon.

Similar metastable effects have been observed

in neon and in argon.

C.

Empirical Energy Loss-Ionization Relations

The quantity usually measured in ionization experiments
is the sum of the primary and secondary ionization.

For a

small decrement of energy lost by the particle dE, a
corresponding total number of ion pairs dl is produced.
The quantity w, the average energy loss per ion pair pro
duced, is defined as
w = dE/dl.
It is found experimentally for the noble gases that w
approaches a constant value w* for particle velocities
corresponding to the region where the energy loss is
dominated by inelastic collisions with atomic electrons.
Furthermore, although w1 depends on the gas used, it Is
found that it is independent of whether the particles are
electrons, protons, or alpha particles.

A considerable num

ber of references to work indicating this constancy of w*
may be found in Bethe and Ashkin (1).

Of particular interest
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here are the findings of Jesse et al. (11) and of Dowry (12).
Jesse has found that for alpha particles stopped in argon in
the energy range 1 to 9 Mev, w' is constant to within a
small experimental error.

Dowry has shown that a constant w

is reached for protons of energy 250 kev stopped in argon,
and further that this w1 is indeed the same as Jesse's value
for alpha particles.
On the basis of this constancy of w1 it is possible to
express the initial energy of a particle completely stopped
in the gas in terms of the total ionization produced by the
simple expression
E S w«I +

à

,

(II)

where E is the initial energy of the particle, I the total
ionization and A a constant which might be expected to de
pend on the type of particle and gas.
the "ionization defect".
sented by Figure 1.

This A

is called

Equation II is graphically pre

The results of Lowry (12) show that for

protons stopped in argon, A

is less than 2 kev.

This is

consistent with Jesse's results (11) which indicate that A
for alpha particles stopped in argon is probably less than
25 kev.

It Is thus seen that for protons and alpha par

ticles having energies above one Mev, it is possible to find
their energies by measuring the total ionization produced In
completely stopping them in argon.

In this case, good

relative accuracy is obtained even if A

is taken to be zero.
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For the case of slow ions much heavier than alpha par
ticles, however, it is not valid to use equation II because
w is varying with energy.

Jesse and Sadav.skis (13) have

recently shown that for the recoil particles occurring in
alpha decay, w is several times w1 for both helium and
argon.

This case corresponds to the region on the curve of

Figure 1 where the slope, w, is increasing as the energy
decreases.

D.

Ionization by Fission Fragments

Early measurements of the energy of fission were made
assuming that equation II is valid for the case of fission
fragments, with w* equal to w' for alpha particles.

Such an

assumption is reasonable because the velocity of fission
fragments is comparable to the velocity of alpha particles
having several Mev of energy.

It has been seen above that

for particles having such a high velocity, the energylonization relation appears to be independent of the type of
particle and may be represented by a straight line.

It was

further assumed that A for fission fragments is small enough
to be ignored.
From measurements made under these assumptions in
double ionization chambers by Deutsch and Ramsey (14) and
Brunton and Hanna (15)» it is possible to compute a
probability distribution for the mass of the fragments.

The
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distribution thus obtained differs appreciably from radio
chemical analyses made by the Plutonium Project (16) and at
Argonne Laboratory (17)•

Also the total energy of fission

obtained from the same ionization measurements is too low as
compared to the value obtained oalorimetrlcally by Henderson
(18)0

Finally, it is also possible to infer a probability

distribution for the velocities of the fragments from the
ionization data.

This is found to be in significant dis

agreement with a direct velocity measurement by Leachman
(19).
It was shown by Leachman (19, 20) that these dis
crepancies may be removed if the assumption is made that
the energy-ionization relation depends significantly on the
mass and velocity of the particle.

In particular it is

necessary to assume that 5*7 and 6.7 Mev of energy for the
most probable light and heavy fragments, respectively, do
not appear due to the changing ionization relation.
A theoretical treatment of this problem by Knipp and
Ling (6) showed that it is possible to account for 2.5 and
ij.,2 Mev of this "lost" energy for the light and heavy frag
ments.

They retained the assumption that w* Is constant and

is the same as for alpha particles, but considered A more
closely.

The basis of their treatment is the increasing im

portance of elastic atomic recoil as a mode of energy loss
for very heavy ions having a high nuclear charge.

Bohr (4)
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discusses this point in detail.

For very high particle

velocities, inelastic electron collision dominates as the
mode of energy loss, while at low velocities elastic atomic
collision becomes Increasingly Important until finally it
is dominant•

For ions having a very high nuclear charge, as

is the case with fission fragments, the velocity for which
elastic atomic collision becomes important is much higher
than for particles with a much lower nuclear charge, such as
alpha particles.

For this reason, atomic collision is an

important mode of energy loss for fission fragments over a
large portion of their range, while it becomes important for
alpha particles only at the extreme end of their range.
These effects have been experimentally observed in cloud
chambers by Boggild et a7. (21).

It is noted that the tracks

for alpha particles and protons are straight except at the
very end, indicating that the stopping is electronic over
most of the range.

In contrast, the fission fragment tracks

bend noticeably over a large part of the track, indicating
that collisions with atoms are not negligible.

If the re

coil atoms from the elastic collisions with the fragments
are heavy, as for example argon atoms, they are able to
absorb a large fraction of the energy of the fragment.
the same time they have low velocities.

At

As mentioned at the

end of the last section, such ions have a lowered efficiency
for producing ionization, i.e., a greater w.

Therefore when
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energy loss by elastic atomic collision becomes important,
more energy loss is necessary to produce a given amount of
ionization because of the decreased ionization efficiency of
the secondary particles, the recoil atoms,

Knipp and Ling

(6) used data on ionization by recoil atoms from Madsen (22)
and computed the amount of ionization which would be lost due
to the decreased ionization efficiency of the recoil atoms.
This energy loss would constitute most of

A ,

As pointed out by Knipp and Ling (6), ionization measure
ments made in lighter gases such as helium would be much
less subject to this effect and Ù should be much smaller.
The recoil particles in this case are lighter and faster,
and the maximum energy transfer in elastic collisions is
much less.

Fission fragment ionization measurements were

made by Herwig and Miller (23) in the hope of finding this
difference in A

between helium and argon, but negative re

sults were obtained.
3,0 and 4»5 Mev in

A

However they did find a difference of
for the light ahd heavy fragments,

respectively, between pure argon and argon plus 3 per cent
carbon dioxide.

The reason for this difference was not

isolated.
The double ionization chamber measurements studied by
Leachman (19, 20) had been made in argon containing a few
per cent carbon dioxide.

By adding the difference in A

between this gas mixture and pure argon found by Herwig and
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Miller (23) to the ionization defect predicted by Knipp and
Ling (6), it is possible to account for the 5.7 and 6.7 Mev
discrepancies discussed by Leachman (19, 20) in the double
chamber measurements.

The theory of Knipp and Ling there

fore leads to consistent results for argon.
Herwig and Miller to find a difference in
and argon implies that A

A

The failure of
between helium

for helium is the same as A for

argon, and is therefore larger than would be expected on the
basis of the remarks in the preceding paragraph.
Herwig and Miller (23) mention the following possi
bilities for the reason why

A in helium is larger than ex

pected.
1.

Effective charge
The effective charge of fission fragments is believed

to be lower in helium than in other gases.

Since the

ionization probability depends very strongly on the effective
charge while the atomic collision probability does not,
atomic collisions would play a greater role in helium than
otherwise expected.
2.

Metastable states
Jesse and Sadauskis (10) have shown that about 25 per

cent of the energy of an alpha particle stopped in helium is
expended in excitation of the metastable states.

This
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percentage may be higher for fission fragments than for
alpha particles at least over part of the range*

If this

effect were responsible for part of A in helium, its
presence could be detected by adding sufficient argon to
discharge the metastable states by the reaction of equation
I.

If the effect were present, measurements of the ratio of

alpha particle ionization to fission fragment ionization
would be different between helium and the helium plus argon
mixture.
3»

Alpha particle defects
A large difference in A for alpha particles between

helium and argon could account for the negative results.
Strong indications are given by Herwig and Miller (23) that
this explanation is unlikely.
4.

Lack of saturation
In ionization measurements, the possibility is always

present that some of the ionization is not collected.

This

is particularly likely in the case of electron collection
chambers where only the electrons are collected, and this
method was used in all the investigations on fission frag
ments which have been mentioned thus far.

In the event that

some of the electrons in the ionization from fission frag
ments were not collected in helium, a virtual defect would
be measured.
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It has been the purpose of the present experiment to
examine possibilities 2 and 1*. in the hope of explaining the
negative results of Herwig and Miller (23), possibly thereby
verifying the theory of Knipp and Ling (6) and at the same
time bringing the earlier fission ionization measurements
into consistency with measurements made on fission fragments
by other methods»

Possibilities 2 and 4 were chosen first

because of the extreme difficulty in checking 1 and 3,
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT

A.
1.

Introduction

Working equation
The ionization defect for fission fragments A ^ is de

fined by the equation
Ef = w'If + A

f

,

(III)

where Ef is the initial kinetic energy of the fragment, If
the total ionization produced in completely stopping it in
the gas, and w' the energy per ion pair for an alpha par
ticle having an energy of several Mev.

Substituting for w'

its value
w. -ErL,
where E=<

is the initial energy of the alpha particle and

1^ the ionization produced in completely stopping it, one
obtains
A

f

= Ef

* if

E<*

•

(iv)

If the subscripts 1 and 2 denote gases 1 and 2, the dif
ference in ionization defects between the gases is
d21 Z

Afl

*

4f2:
(ff), E*

(V)

The source of the alpha particles may be chosen so that
their energy is known.

Thus in order to find the difference
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In ionization defects, it is necessary only to measure the
ratio of the fission fragment ionization to the alpha par
ticle ionization in each of the gases.
Equation V is the working equation for the present
experiment, and the basic quantity to be measured is the
ratio of fission fragment ionization to alpha particle
ionization in each gas, defined from here on to be R.
2.

Objectives
As shown by equation V, the result that D is zero,

obtained by Herwig and Miller (23)» is equivalent to the
statement that the ratio R was measured by them to be the
same in helium and in argon.

Theoretical arguments re

ferring to A £ in helium Indicated that it should be less
than

Aç

in argon, and therefore that R in helium should be

greater than R in argon.

The purpose of this experiment as

stated in Chapter I is then equivalent to an attempt to ex
plain why the ratio R measured in helium was smaller than
expected.
Two possibilities for the reason >iiy R in helium was
found (23) to be smaller than expected were studied in this
experiment.
a.

Saturation.

In the event that the collection of

the ionization was not complete, and relatively less fission
ionization was collected, a value too small would be measured
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for R.

This effect would be sensitive to the magnitude of

the collecting field.

A large part of the experiment there

fore involved making measurements of R as a function of the
collecting field in all the gases examined.

The equipment

was designed so that much higher field intensities could be
obtained than had been used by Herwig and Miller.
be

Metastable states.

If fission fragments produce

more metastable atoms than do alpha particles for a given
energy loss, the ratio R would be lower than expected be
cause such an effect was not considered in the theoretical
argument Se

Since for helium the metastable atoms may be

caused to produce ionization by the addition of argon to the
helium, it is possible to easily test whether the ratio R
is affected by the metastable statese

Part of this experi

ment consisted of making measurements of R in a mixture of
helium plus argon.

In this mixture each event leading to a

metastable state would be equivalent to the production of an
ion pair.

If the number of metastable atoms produced is

greater for fission fragments than for alpha particles for a
given energy loss, the R measured in tiie helium plus argon
mixture should be greater than the R for helium.
In addition to checking these two possibilities another
objective was set for this experiment.
c.

Absolute energy per ion pair.

All fission measure

ments discussed thus far were made in electron collection
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chambers, while the careful work in measuring the alpha par
ticle energy loss-ionization relations were made in total
ion collection chambers.

It was therefore considered to be

important to make careful measurements by electron collec
tion of the average of the energy per ion pair, w, for alpha
particles in the gases of interest in order to justify the
implicit assumption that electron collection leads to the
same results as total ion collection.

3.

Equipment
Because fission fragments have a wide range of energy,

it is necessary to pick fragments of a given energy and
speak in terms of the ionization corresponding to that
energy.

For this purpose, two "fragment energies" were

chosen:

one corresponding to the most probable light frag

ment and the other to the most probable heavy fragment as
determined by the two peaks of a fission fragment energy
distribution.

These will be designated as the light and

heavy fragments, with corresponding ionization ratios RL and
rH*

The distribution in fragment energies necessitates the
measurement of the ionization produced by each fragment
individually.

The only practicable method for doing this in

view of the counting rate needed to obtain a satisfactory
distribution was to use fast pulse techniques with an
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electron collection chamber.

The pulses were sorted as to

magnitude and a probability distribution was plotted.

From

this distribution the pulse heights corresponding to the
light and heavy fragments were determined, and these pulse
heights were a measure of the ionization produced by the
light and heavy fragments.

A similar technique was used in

determining the alpha particle ionization.
Because it was essential to have good resolution, a
gridded electron collection chamber was chosen to measure
the ionization.

Natural uranium fissioned by fast neutrons

was used as the source of both the fission fragments and the
alpha particles.

In order to carry out the above objectives,

measurements were made in the gases helium, argon, and a
helium plus 0.25 per cent argon mixture.
It should be particularly pointed out that R is nearly
the same in all the gases used, and varies only a few per
cent between the largest and smallest value.

Because the

quantity of interest in this experiment, D as given by
equation V, is the difference between two quantities which
are equal to within a few per cent, it was essential to be
concerned with errors as small as 0.1 per cent.

This

accuracy is not simple to achieve in ionization measurements
using pulse techniques, and is responsible for the profusion
of details about the equipment which follow in the next
sections.
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B.

Electronic and Pulse Sorting Equipment

The specifications for the electronic equipment were
limited by the following comiderations•
The voltage pulses to be studied arose from the passage
of very small amounts of charge between the plates of a
charged condenser (the chamber electrodes).

The resulting

changes in potential difference across this condenser were
fed to the electronic amplifiers*

The capacitance of the

condenser, including the input capacitance of the amplifier
which was used, was about 75 mmfd and the amount of charge
was about 10^ electrons per pulse.

It was necessary that

the amplifier have enough gain to raise the resulting pulses
of 200 microvolts to a level above 300 volts in order to
actuate the pulse sorting equipment.

Thus the amplifier had

to have a total gain somewhat above one million.

At the same

time the amplifier input noise had to be kept below five
microvolts in order to get a usable signal-to-noise ratio.
The electron collection times and therefore the pulse
risetimes varied from one to % microseconds.

Because pulse

height linearity was essential, it was necessary to have the
amplifier gain vary less tiaan one per cent over the range of
risetimes, and yet at the same time to differentiate the
pulses as severely as possible to reduce noise and pulse
pile-up.

2k
Since a pulse height distribution had to be measured,
the gain of the system had to be constant to within a few
tenths of a per cent for pulses varying from about half the
maximum pulse height of interest to the maximum.

In addi

tion, because the times for making measurements sometimes
ran to ten hours, the amplifier gain had to be constant to
within a few tenths of a per cent over that time.
Finally it was necessary to have a stable pulse height
sorter which would sort the pulses into channels with width
about one per cent.
1.

Amplifiers
Sufficient gain, pulse height linearity and time

stability were obtained by using three inverse-feedback
loops followed by an output push-pull stage also incor
porating inverse-feedback.

Input noise was minimized by

individual choice of low noise first tubes, direct current
preamplifier filament supply, and the use of filter circuits
in the amplifier system.

A rough visual check of the input

noise showed the average noise to have been about three or
four microvolts.

Microphonia noise arising from the ioniza

tion chamber grid wires when voltage was applied to the col
lecting electrode caused an effective increase in the noise
and reduced the signal-to-noise ratio.

This microphonic

noise was reduced by placing the chamber on a solid support
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and incorporating filters in the amplifiers.

Such filtering

was possible because the frequencies of the microphonics
were below one kilocycle, while the signals were of much
higher frequency.
Risetime sensitivity was reduced in a manner similar to
that described by Wilkinson (2I4.).

His method consists of

making the integrating and differentiating time constants of
the amplifier equal and about twice the maximum risetime to
obtain a pulse height variation less than one per cent.

The

pulse shaping was done here by a band-reject filter in the
third amplifier feedback loop.

The overall frequency

response of tiie amplifier system was a narrow band peaked at
eight kilocycles and down 30 per cent at five and ten kilo
cycles.

This corresponds to roughly equal integrating and

differentiating time constants of about 30 microseconds.
Much more will be said in this regard in the section on
Risetime correction.

The necessary insensitivity to risetime

will be shown to have been present.
Figures 2, 3>

and 5 show the major electronic units.

Figure 2 shows the preamplifier, which was mounted on the
ionization chamber.

It was connected to the filters and

amplifier (Figure 3) by a 30 foot coaxial cable.

The gain

controls were incorporated in this latter amplifier along
with the pulse shaping loop.
50 volts.

The output pulses were 20 to
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2.

Pulse-flattener
Figure ij. is the schematic diagram of the pulse flat

tening circuit which followed.

In order for the pulse

sorting equipment to reliably measure the height of the
pulses, it was necessary that the pulse not change height
while it was being examined.

This was accomplished by using

the pulse flattening circuit.

This circuit produced a flat-

topped pulse extending about 60 microseconds,with a linear
relation in height to the original pulse.

A constant height

was clipped off all the pulses by this circuit in order to
clean up the base line and avoid possible trouble in the
flattener due to baseline fluctuations.

The flattener also

produced a trigger pulse coincident in time with the flat
portion of the pulse, which triggered the pulse sorting
equipment.
portion.
manner.

In this way the pulse was examined in the flat

The puise-flattener operated in the following
The input cathode follower (see Figure i|.) fed the

diodo which clipped a constant height off the pulses, and
this was followed by another cathode follower.

The holding

condenser (1000 mmfd mica) was charged through a diode by
the output of the latter follower, while the diode which
would have ordinarily discharged the holding condenser was
held off by an amplified paraphas© pulse.

The potential on

the holding condenser thus remained constant at the maximum
pulse height until the discharge-diode plate dropped to the
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same potential, at which time the holding condenser began to
discharge.

The signal appearing across the holding con

denser was then fed to the output cathode follower.
The flattened pulse, which was 10 to ij.0 volts, was then
fed to the push-pull output amplifier (Figure £)•
of each side was 6.

The gain

The output from this amplifier, along

with the trigger pulse from the pulse flattening circuit,
was then conducted to the pulse sorting equipment.
3»

Pulse sorting
Two systems of pulse height sorting were utilized.

The

first was used for the rapid analysis of the alpha particle
pulses in examining gas characteristics.

It had che ad

vantage that the data were available immediately after the
measurement, but with the decided disadvantage that only ten
channels were available.
particle measurements.

This limited its use to the alpha

This analyzer employed the beam de

flection method described by Van Rennes (25).

The push-pull

output of the final amplifier was applied to the deflection
plates of a special cathode ray tube (Du Mont type K-11^9)
in which the usual phosphor screen was replaced by a series
of ten narrow target collectors.

During the flat portion of

the pulse, the electron beam was turned on for a short time
by the trigger pulse from the pulse flattener.

This caused

a small charge to be placed on one of the target collectors,
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the particular one depending on the height of the pulse.
Each collector was connected through an amplifier to a scaler
and mechanical register.

Each time the beam hit a target,

the corresponding channel registered a count.

The deflec

tion plates were biased so that the difference in pulse
height corresponding to deflection from one channel to the
next was 1.1 per cent of the maximum pulse.

The ten channels

thus covered the upper 11 per cent of the pulse height spec
trum.

"Pulse heights" for alpha particle measurements were

obtained using this sorter in the following manner.

The

amplifier was adjusted so that the higher peak in the alpha
23k
pulse height spectrum (the U ^ alpha) was centered in the
ten channels.

Pulses were sorted until at least 2500 pulses

had been registered.

The median channel (median in terms of

number of pulses) was then computed for the spectrum and
this was called the pulse height as used in the figures.

So

long as they were small, the changes in the median were equal
to the changes in the position of the peak because of the
relatively small number of pulses in the channels at the two
ends.

It was found that 0.2 per cent changes in the pulse

height peak measured by this method were significant.

This

sorter was stable to within a few tenths of one per cent
over periods of ten hours.
The second method for sorting pulses was used for all
the fission runs, alpha calibrating runs, and absolute energy
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per ion pair measurements.

It consisted of displaying the

output pulses from the amplifier on a flat oscilloscope
screen.

The electron beam was blanked except when the

trigger pulse occurred.

This produced dots of light on the

screen and these were photographed on 35 mm film moving
normal to the direction of deflection.

The pulse height was

therefore proportional to the lateral displacement of the
dot on the film.

The film was then developed and analyzed

by a photoelectric "dot counter" developed by Hunt et al.
(26).

This counter scanned a narrow strip, which consti

tuted a pulse height channel, along the length of the film
and counted the number of dots occurring in that strip.

The

counter then moved to the adjacent strip and counted the
number of dots in it.
was obtained.

In this way the pulse height spectrum

One hundred channels were available.

The

channel width was about 0.9 per cent of the pulse height of
the most probable light fission fragment and the \S^3k- alpha
particle.

Figures 6 and ? show pulse height spectra ob

tained by this sorting method.

This system was extremely

stable and made possible a large number of channels.
11.

Pulse generators
Because it was necessary to lower the gain of the

amplifier for fission fragment pulses over alpha particle
pulses by a factor of about 20, it was necessary to have
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some method for precisely measuring the gain in order to
compare the fission and alpha pulse heights.

A signal

generator vas used for this purpose which produced pulses
similar to the fission and alpha pulses, and whose height
could be measured precisely.

A linear step-attenuator

allowed known pulses to be placed across the pulse height
distributions in steps of one-tenth the maximum.
a channel number versus pulse height curve.

This gave

The points

along the almost straight lines across Figures 6 and 7 show
such calibrations.

Due to the long times involved in tiie

fission measurements, which sometimes ran to ten hours,
calibrations were made before and after each fission dis
tribution.

The two calibrations were then averaged.

were also made during the runs.

Checks

Changes in gain seldom

amounted to 0.5 per cent over ten hours.

Several more

points were taken in the alpha calibration which for con
venience are not shown in the figure.

The linearity of the

amplifier and sorting equipment can incidentally be seen
from the line across the fission distribution.

The same

linearity was obtained for the alpha case.
Pulses from the generator were placed on the source
electrode and the slight coupling capacitance to the col
lector electrode served to introduce the signal into the
amplifier system.

In this manner all the electronic equip

ment was calibrated with no changes from the conditions
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under which measurements were made.
The schematic diagram for this pulse generator is
shown in Figure 8.

It consisted of a Western Electric Relay

Tube 275b which alternately connected and disconnected the
output divider network to a monitored direct current voltage
supply.

Monitoring was done with a potentiometer and the

voltage was measured to within a few hundredths of one per
cent.

The relay contacts were driven by a multivibrator at

eight cycles per second with equal times in each position.
When contact was made, the 0.05 microfarad condenser was
charged rapidly and the negative pulse rose in the output
circuit with a risetime less than one microsecond.

When the

break occurred, the 0.05 condenser had to discharge through
the output network with a time constant of 500 microseconds.
Because of the differentiation present in the amplifier
system, no pulse was seen when the break occurred.

The

10,000 ohm decade boxes were General Radio Corporation GR
510E which have negligible frequency sensitivity up to 50
kilocycles.

Direct current measurement showed that the one

which was used to attenuate in one-tenth steps had steps
linear to within a few hundredths of one per cent.
consistent with the specifications.

This is

The voltage applied to

the relay contacts was three to five volts for the case of
alpha particle calibrations and 60 to 100 volts for the
fission fragment calibrations.

The possibility of voltage
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sensitivity in the relay was checked by setting the applied
voltage at 100 and the attenuator at one-tenth*

The

attenuation was then decreased and the applied voltage was
reduced by the amount which would theoretically keep the
output voltage constant.

This process was repeated for the

range starting at 10 volts.

It was found that the output

pulses were constant to within the experimental precision
of 0.1 per cent over the range one to 100 volts applied to
the relay.

The negative output pulse risetime varied slightly

for the different attenuator positions, but was never
greater than one microsecond.

Some 8 cycle per second

ripple was present across the voltage supply condenser, but
a correction was made for this.

The ripple caused the nega

tive output pulses to be larger than expected from measure
ment of the average supply voltage.
0*2 per cent.

The correction was only

Direct current comparison of the output

voltage to the potentiometer voltage with the relay closed
gave the value 2.131). for their ratio.

With the ripple

correction, the output voltage was 2.138 times the measured
voltage with an uncertainty of about 2 in the last place.
Prom this there is little reason to expect any error in the
measurement of the absolute pulse height from the generator
outside 0*1 per cent.

ko
Power supplies
Positiv , voltage for the collector electrode was ob
tained from a stack of 300-volt batteries.

The collector

voltage was measured with a voltmeter which was later
calibrated to one per cent.

Negative voltage for the source

electrode was obtained from an rf power supply for an
electrostatic analyzer used by Dowry (12)•

Source voltage

could be read to 0.1 per cent.

C»
1.

Source of Alpha Particles and Fission Fragments

Uranium source
The source of both alpha particles and fission fragments

was a thin film of natural uranium oxide deposited on a
brass backing-piate.

This source was made by a process de

veloped by Herwig and Miller (27).

A 20 per cent solution of

natural uranyl nitrate in ethyl alcohol was dispersed into a
fine fog by a nebulizer at the top of a closed settling cham
ber,

The fog was allowed to settle onto the backing-plate

which was located at the bottom of the chamber.

The source

was then baked to decompose the nitrate into the oxide.
Several other methods were available for making sources
(28) but these were not readily adaptable to large sources.
A source 12.2 cm in diameter was used because of the low
neutron flux available and the necessity for an extremely
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thin source.
No collimation was used.

It has been shown by Miller

(29) that when there is a minimum permissible counting
rate, less energy spread is introduced in using an un
coilimated source than a thicker collimated source giving
the same counting rate.

This considers the energy spread

at hair-maximum, and a low tail extending to zero energy
will result in the uncollimated case.
Herwig (2?) used a similar source of the same diameter
3*5 times thicker and collimation limiting particles to 77
degrees from the normal.

The present source without

collimation gave a higher counting rate and a decided im
provement in the peak-to-valley ratio for the fission dis
tribution.

Direct comparison energy measurements with

Herwig1 s source showed a decrease of one to two iviev lor
the absorption in the present source as compared to
Herwig's.
The average thickness over the source as measured by
total counting rate was 17 micrograms uranium per cm^.

The

total counting rate was 25 alpha particles per second.
Measurements over one cm
few per cent.

o

areas showed uniformity within a

However similar sources backed with glass did

show some crystallization when viewed with a microscope, and
therefore this degree of uniformity should not be expected
on a microscopic scale.
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Brunton and Hanna (15) and Wahl ( 3 0 ) have made calcula
tions for the energy lost by fission fragments in sources of
comparable thickness.

Their results indicate that about one

Mev was lost by fission fragments passing through the
present source perpendicular to it.

Because all angles were

allowed, the source energy loss correction would be some
what greater than this.
It should be emphasized that so long as source losses
were small, their magnitude was unimportant for the purposes
of this experiment.

Their only effect was to lower the

fission fragment energies by the amount lost in the source,
and this was the same for all the gases.

However if the

losses had been large, a second order effect in the correc
tion for grid-shielding inefficiency would have become
important.

This will be discussed further under U-rid-

shielding inefficiency correction.
The energy values obtained in the final results con
firm that the source losses were indeed small.
2.

Neutron source
The source of neutrons for fissioning the uranium was

an 0.25 Mev deuteron accelerator.

The reaction D(D,n)He^

yielded the neutrons, which had a laboratory energy in the
forward direction of 3.2 Mev.

About 0.5 inches of brass

and 0.25 inches of target-cooling water were present between
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the accelerator target and the uranium source.

Because

natural uranium was used, most of the fissions were due to
it is not known exactly what fraction of the fissions
were due to other isotopes.

This fraction is unimportant to

the present experiment since the same source and conditions
were used for all the gases, and only relative measurements
were of interest.
The position of the accelerator target with respect to
the chamber is shown in Figure 9.

The target, N, was placed

as close to the chamber as possible so that the uranium
source, IT, would encounter the maximum number of neutrons.
Neutrons passed through the uranium source in the forward
direction of the deuteron beam.
Under typical conditions, the fission rate was about
0.7 fissions per second.

This corresponds to about 3 x 10'

fast neutrons passing through the uranium source per second
assuming the fission cross-section to be 0.5 barns.

D.
1.

Ionization Chamber

Ionization chamber proper
Figure 9 shows the principal parts of the ionization

chamber.

It consisted of an 0.375 inch brass cylinder with

inside dimensions 9 inches deep and 12.1). inches diameter
and having 0.5 inch thick brass ends.

One end was hard
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Ionization chamber
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soldered to the cylinder, while the other was held in place
by 12 steel bolts 0.375 inches in diameter (B).
gasket (T) formed the seal.

A teflon

The chamber was supported with

its axis horizontal by four legs cushioned in rubber.

A

pressure gauge (P) was mounted on the removable end along
with the gas purifier (R), preamplifier chassis (A) and gas
inlet valve (L).

This valve was a sylphon type vacuum

valve and had a teflon insert to make the seal on the
chamber side.

Sylphon mountings (M) allowed adjustment of

the source end of the electrode system.

Electrical connec

tions to the electrodes were made through two glass-tometal seals (Q), and a fluorothene high voltage feedthrough
insulator (F).

An external grounded metal cylinder was

placed over the high voltage insulator to shield the
connection to the high voltage cable.
2.

Collector» grid and source electrode system
The reason for placing a grid in an electron collection

ionization chamber is to shield the collector electrode
from the effects of the positive ions.

If no grid is

present, poor resolution results because the potential
change occurring at the collector for each electron collected
is dependent on the position of the initial ionization.
However if a grid is used and it were to shield perfectly,
each electron collected would produce the same potential
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change regardless of the position of the initial ionization.
The degree to which the grid is effective in shielding the
collector depends on the geometry of the collector, grid
and source electrode.
a.

Geometry.

In the present chamber (Figure 9) the

collector electrode (C) was made from 0.3 cm brass and was
26.5 cm in diameter.

A grid (G) of 0.00914 cm diameter

steel wires was strung on a 0.3 cm thick brass ring.

The

wires were parallel and centers were spaced 0.202 cm.

The

grid wires were 1.17 cm from the collector electrode and
the diameter of the grid proper was 26.5 cm and so just
covered the collector electrode.
one cm beyond the wires.

The brass ring extended

The source electrode (S) was

brass, 6.55 cm from the grid wires and was 26 cm in diameter.
A cylindrical skirt (K) of 0.3 cm brass extended 2.4 cm
perpendicular to the source at its edge.

The skirt was

rounded on the end nearest the grid to eliminate sharp
edges and prevent corona.

Ceramic insulators (I) supported

the collector, grid and source electrode.
b.

Field uniformity.

The purpose of the skirt was to

make the lines of force bend slightly away from the walls of
the chamber in order to minimize diffusion losses to the
chamber walls.

Non-uniformity of the field thus existed

near the edge of the source electrode, but because the
uranium source (U) was at least 6.6 cm from the skirt at all
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points, the field in the region of the uranium source would
be expected to have been quite uniform.

It will now be

verified that the field in the effective region was indeed
uniform to within a few per cent.
By applying formulae given by tiunemann et_ al. (31)» who
have studied gridded ionization chambers in detail, to the
present geometry, it was calculated that the ratio of
collector voltage to source voltage necessary to prevent
lines of force in the source region from ending on the grid,
with the grid at zero potential, was 0.2I4.I.

According to

Bunemann ejt al. (31) if tne voltage ratio were less than
this value some lines of force would end on the grid wires
while if the ratio were greater all the lines would bypass
the grid wires.

Under the further assumption that the

electrons followed the lines of force in the gas, this
critical voltage ratio was therefore the ratio for which
electron collection by the grid ceased.
The collector voltage, source voltage, their ratio, and
the value of Z for which electron collection ceased will be
designated here by Vc, Vs, Z, and Zm.

In this experiment

%n was found by increasing Vs for fixed Vc, as in the
saturation curves (see the section on Saturation), until the
alpha particle pulse hei$it suddenly decreased.

Zm was

taken at the point for which the pulse heig&it had dropped
0.2 per cent.

See Figures 10 and 11.
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So
The average experimental values of 2m for argon plus
3 per cent carbon dioxide, helium, helium plus 0.25 per
cent argon, and argon are given in Table 1.

The same

general variation in Zm with these gases was noted under
Table 1.

Average values for Zm

Theoretical

0,2l±l

Argon + carbon dioxide

0.248 - 0.001

Helium

0.253 - 0.002

Helium + argon

0.252 - 0.001

Argon

0.297 - 0.00l|

different geometry, including a much longer skirt, by other
investigators (32).

They correlated 2m directly to the

electron diffusion through the electron agitation energy.
The lowest value of Zm was found for pure carbon dioxide
and a value only slightly higher for argon plus 3 per cent
carbon dioxide.

Zm in carbon dioxide was closest to the

theoretical value.

It is therefore probable that the elec

trons in the argon plus carbon dioxide follow the lines of
force fairly closely.

Accordingly, in the present experi

ment, argon plus carbon dioxide should have given Zm equal
to slightly over 0.2^1 if the field were uniform, and it
did.

The greater Zm necessary for the other gases seems to
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indicate that the lines of force had to be kept further from
the grid wires in order to keep electrons from being
collected by the grid.

This would seem reasonable in view

of the greater agitation energy and diffusion (2I4.) in the
inert gases, particularly argon.
The good agreement of Zm for argon plus carbon dioxide
with the theoretical calculation verifies that both the
assumption of electrons following the lines of force and
uniform field were valid to within a few per cent.

If the

electrons did not follow the lines of force, Zm would have
been higher than the calculated critical Z.
noted in the preceding paragraph.

This effect was

Any field non-uniformity

would have been in the form of decreasing field in the
region of the source due to the Faraday cage effect.
Analysis of the effect of the field decreasing toward the
source shows that the calculated critical Z would be too
small, and the effect is first order.

Thus the failure of

either assumption would have led to Zm being greater than
the calculated critical Z.

Because 2m was only a few per

cent greater than the calculated critical Z, neither assump
tion could have been in error by more than this.
In order to eliminate possible variations in the pro
portion of electrons collected by the grid, measurements
were always made with 2 greater than Zm for the gas of
interest.
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c.

Grid-shielding inefficiency correction»

The addi

tion of a charge Q, of electrons to the collector electrode
of an ionization chamber would produce a pulse Q divided by
the capacitance of the collector electrode if no positive
ions were placed in the vicinity of the collector at the
same time.

In practice positive ions are present in the

track of ionization and electrons are not added to the
collector without positive ions being placed in its vicinity.
In the present case of an electron collection chamber the
positive ions move very little in the time the electrons are
being collected.

The pulse height is therefore Q, due to the

collected electrons minus the induced charge due to the
positive ions all divided by the collector capacitance.
The magnitude of the induced charge was found in the
present experiment by employing the formulae of Bunemann et
al. (31).

Under the assumption of uniform field in the

effective region which was verified in the preceding section,
it was calculated from the geometry that a charge Q at
distance m cm from the source electrode induced a charge
0.0077 mQ on the collector electrode.
The linear relation between m and the induced charge
should be noted as it makes possible the use of the concept
of center of charge analogous to center of mass in mechanics.
The expression Q(1 - 0.0077 m) divided by the collector
capacitance, where m is the distance of the center of charge
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of the positive ion track from the source, therefore gives
the pulse height due to the collection of a charge Q of
electrons.

This arises from the fact that the original

track of ionization contained equal amounts of positive and
negative charge.
The above considerations show that the shielding in
efficiency correction depends on the track orientation»
However, m is merely r cos 0, where r is the distance of
the center of charge along the particle track, and 0 is the
angle between the track and the normal to the source
electrode.

Averaging m over the angular distribution of

particles emitted from the source gives r/2 for the average
m.

The value of r may be found from the Bragg ionization

curves for the various particles.

The values for the ratio

of r to r, the total track length, as given by Table 2 were
obtained by using data from Evans (2) and numerical integra
tion.

The values for r are those used in the section on

Risetime correction, and are discussed there.

Table 2 also

gives the quantity m times 0.77 per cent, which is the
quantity of interest in making the corrections.

Because

the track length in the helium plus argon mixture was in
significantly different from that in helium, the helium
values would apply for the mixture.
It is not quite valid to obtain the fission track
lengths from the track lengths in air by using the stopping
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Table 2.

Grid-shielding inefficiency corrections

Particle

r/r

r (cm)

rax 0.77 per cent

Helium

ÎJ234 alpha

o.54

6.26

1.30

U238 alpha

0.53

5.19

1.06

Light fragment

0.26

4.80

0.48

Heavy fragment

0.27

3.65

O. 3 8

Argon
U23^ alpha

0.54

2.55

0.53

U^38 alpha

0.53

2.11

0.43

Light fragment

0.26

1.95

0.20

Heavy fragment

0.27

1.48

0.15

power for alpha particles in the gases relative to air, but
a considerable error in the fission track lengths would make
insignificant difference for the purposes here because of
the small magnitude of the corrections.
The last column of Table 2 constitutes the corrections
in per cent to be made to the pulse heights to compensate
for the grid-shielding inefficiency.

They are to be applied

in the direction to increase the pulse height.

The relative

correction for the fission ionization to alpha ionization
ratio R in the helium and the helium plus argon mixture will
be taken as 0.7 per cent and will decrease this ratio.

This

correction for the argon will be 0.3 per cent in the same
direction.

An average of the alpha corrections was taken

because the average of the alpha pulse heights was used in
finding the ratio of ionizations.

A saving feature should

be noted in the event that the corrections were somewhat
larger than expected from these considerations.

Because

track lengths bear the ratio 0*4 between the argon and the
helium, these corrections in argon must be 0.4 times the
corrections in helium.
There is little reason to expect these relative correc
tions to be in error more than one or two tenths of a
correction per cent.

The source was very thin for alpha

particles so averaging over angles was valid.

Very few

alpha particles would have been emitted at such large angles
that their energy was significantly decreased.

In the case

of fission fragments, averaging was less valid, but the
effect of source thickness would cause the correction calcu
lated to be too small for the fission fragments.

If source

thickness losses were appreciable, the correction to the
fission fragment to alpha particle ionization ratio R is
too large.

However the source was the same for all gases,

so this could not account for any differences between gases.
The above calculations have all been made under the
assumption that the positive ions did not migrate in the
time that the electrons were being collected and the pulse
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due to them examined.

Wilkinson (24) presents data on the

positive ion mobility which can be used to verify this
assumption.

A rough value for the positive ion drift

velocity in argon is 1800 cm per second.

In the I|X) micro

second interval of interest after the particle emission, the
positive ions drifted toward the source a distance less than
one mm, so the calculated correction is in error less than

0.1 correction per cent.

On the other hand, the ion drift

velocity in helium is 7000 cm per second.

In the same 40

microsecond interval, the positive ions drifted about 3 mm,
and the error in the correction is about 0.2 correction per
cent.

It must be remembered that a I4.O microsecond risetime

positive ion pulse would be down considerably because of the
long risetime.

Because the positive ions drifted about the

same distance for the alpha particles and fission fragments
alike, this effect would cause little error in the correc
tions to R.

The 0.2 correction per cent error in the above

helium correction will be ignored in the helium absolute
energy per ion pair measurement because of its small magni
tude compared to the other uncertainties.
The best experimental verification that this gridshielding inefficiency correction is valid is the ratio of
the

alpha pulse height to the TJ^38 &lpha pulse height

obtained in helium and the helium plus argon mixture as com
pared to the ratio in argon.

Using the energy values of
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4*76 and ij.»l8 Mev for these alphas respectively as measured
by Clark et al. (33)» the ratio should be 1.139.

The

experimental values obtained in argon, helium, and helium
plus argon were respectively 1.139, 1.135» and 1.134 with
an uncertainty in the last place of 1, 2, and 2.

The only

reasons to expect an incorrect ratio are pulse risetime and
grid-shielding inefficiency effects.

For the case of the

helium and the helium plus argon mixture, it may be seen in
the section on Risetime correction that risetime accounts
for about 0.1 per cent error in the ratio.

The risetime

effect is negligible in the case of the argon.

Again for

argon, the shielding inefficiency effect gives only a 0.1
per cent error.

On the other hand, this effect gives 0.24

per cent error in the case of helium and the helium plus
argon mixture.

These two effects add and therefore account

for the observed discrepancy from the correct ratio in the
helium and helium plus argon case.

The effects are much

smaller in argon and this is consistent with the observed
correct value.
Because the grid-shielding inefficiency corrections are
very small for the light and heavy fission fragments, a
rather large error in these corrections could not account
for the large change in the light-to-heavy fission fragment
ionization ratio between argon and the helium and helium
plus argon mixture listed in the final results.
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Gas Characteristics

Gas fillings and purification
Four types of gas filling were used in this experiment.

They included helium, argon, a helium plus argon mixture,
and an argon plus carbon dioxide mixture.

The pressures

used were respectively 2260, 1000, 2260 and 10J0 mmHg.

The

pressure was measured with the gauge mounted on the chamber,
which agreed to within a few per cent with the gauges
mounted on the gas tanks.

The tank gas was specified to be

99,99 and 99*9 per cent pure respectively for the helium
and argon.

The impurities listed in each case were hydrogen

and nitrogen.

The mixtures were made also using these gases.

The carbon dioxide for the mixture was commercial grade and
the impurities were unknown.

Since the only use made of the

argon plus carbon dioxide was to find Zm (see the section on
Collector, grid and source electrode system) in a gas of low
electron agitation energy, the purity of the small amount of
carbon dioxide added was unimportant.
In the case of the inert gases and mixture, purity was
extremely important.

Small amounts of impurity in argon in

crease the drift velocity of electrons in that gas greatly
(34)» and very small amounts of impurity in helium decrease
the energy per ion pair by a large fraction (10),

Oxygen

present in any of the gases captures electrons and makes
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saturation difficult (see the section on Saturation).

There

fore to get meaningful results it was essential to purify
the helium, argon, and helium plus argon mixture continuously,
initially to improve upon the tank purity and then to remove
any contaminants which leaked into the chamber or were
evolved from the chamber walls*

Purification was done by a

method similar to that used by Colli and Pacohini (34)•

A

vertical cylindrical oven containing the purifying agent was
attached to the ionization chamber*

Convection currents

caused the gas to circulate from the chamber through the hot
purifying agent and back into the chamber.

A calcium (90 per

cent) and magnesium alloy prepared by the Ames Laboratory of
the Atomic Energy Commission was used as the purifying agent.
A stainless steel cylinder 9 inches long and 1.5 inches in
diameter, perforated at the ends, was filled with spiral
lathe turnings of the alloy and was placed in the electrically
heated oven.

The turnings were kept in argon as they were

machined in order to keep them from reacting with air.

The

temperature at the center of the oven was maintained at
about 470° 0.

The temperature was measured with a thermometer

inside a stainless steel tube which extended into the puri
fying agent along the axis of the oven.

The thermometer was

calibrated at 0°, 100°, and 420° C (the melting point of
zinc) and an extrapolation was then made.

Each time the

agent was replaced, it was found that the turnings along the
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thermometer tube had fused to it, thus indicating that the
agent had been molten in that region.

This probably occurred

during the outgassing since the highest temperature was
reached at that time*
The purifying agent was replaced before run 1 (see
Table 8, which lists the runs), before run 10, and before
run 15.

The runs were arranged so that helium, which was

most sensitive to purity, always had new agent.

The small

amount of argon for the helium plus argon runs was then ad
mitted to the purified helium and the mixture further puri
fied,

That mixture was then pumped out to vacuum and the

argon was admitted for the argon runs.

This sequence was

chosen because helium as an impurity in argon would have
little effect, while the reverse would have a large effect.
Bach time new purifying agent was placed in the puri
fier, the chamber was heated to about 100° C and the puri
fier to about 480° 0 to outgas the chamber walls and new
agent.

This outgassing was done for 8 hours at a pressure

of less than 0,05 micron of Hg,

The temperatures were then

returned to normal (purifier hot) and a helium leak detector
was used to check for leaks.

The gas was then admitted and

allowed to purify for over two days before runs were made.
Helium and argon were admitted through a liquid nitrogen
cold trap, while the added argon and carbon dioxide for the
helium plus argon mixture and the argon plus carbon dioxide
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mixture were admitted through a cold trap using dry Ice In
acetone.
The only organic surfaces on the Interior of the chamber
were a fluorothene feed-through insulator and teflon gaskets
and valve insert.

These substances have been widely used in

vacuum systems, and have negligible vapor pressure for this
experiment.
The results of Colli ( 3 4 ) , Gibbs et al. ( 3 5 ) and Curtis
(36) show that nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and oxygen

are rapidly removed by the calcium-magnesium alloy at the
temperature used here.
An idea of the rate of purification in this experiment
was obtained by admitting enough air to a helium plus argon
mixture to cause a 25 per cent decrease in the pulse height*
This was due to electron capture by the oxygen.

In 1.5

hours the pulse height was not noticeably different from its
original value, indicating that the oxygen had been removed.
The best measure of the purity obtained in the helium is
to compare the measured value of the absolute energy per ion
pair (see the section on Absolute Energy per Ion Pair) for
alpha particles in helium with the value obtained by Jesse
(10), and then use the Impurity versus Ionization curves given
by him.

Using the value measured in this experiment of ij.1.0

ev per ion pair, Jesse's curve indicates that impurities were
less than 2 parts per 100,000.

In the event that some argon
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was evolved from the purifier, remembering that the purifying
agent was machined in an argon atmosphere, this contamination
might be attributed to it*

The purifier would obviously be

ineffective in removing an inert gas.

In any case, it Is

unlikely that any significant amount of oxygen was present
in view of its extremely rapid absorption by the purifying
agent.

An amount of nitrogen that small could have been

present without causing trouble because it is not electro
negative and would not have captured electrons.

The good

saturation properties for all the gases (see the section on
Saturation) indicates that indeed very little oxygen could
have been present in any of them.
The method for admitting the small percentage of argon
to the helium in order to make the helium plus argon mixture
consisted of leaking the argon, which was under greater
pressure than the helium, into the helium until the required
amount of argon had been added.

The argon was held in a

closed "fill system" at a pressure about 130 ramHg above the
pressure of the helium.

The connecting valve was then

opened slightly until the pressure in the fill system dropped
about 80 mmHg,

The fill system was later calibrated against

the chamber in order to find what partial pressure of argon
had entered the chamber.

It was found that runs 3, ij., 5 and

6 had 0,2 per cent argon, and runs 13 and li+. had 0,3 per cent,
A mass spectrographs analysis verified that about 0,3 per
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cent argon was present for a filling as in runs 13 and 14
(37).
For the argon plus carbon dioxide mixture, enough
carbon dioxide was added to raise the pressure in the
chamber 3 per cent.
2.

Saturation
In the operation of an ionization chamber, some of the

initial ionization may not reach the collecting electrode
because of ion recombination, attachment, diffusion (2ij.)
and other factors.

The term saturation will be used here to

designate a measure of the fraction of electrons collected
from the initial ionization.

For example, "complete satura

tion" will mean that all the initial electrons were collected.
Thus, incomplete saturation would obviously lead to an error
in the absolute energy per ion pair measurement, as the
absolute number of Initial electrons is taken to be the
number collected.

Also if the fraction of electrons lost was

different for alpha particles and fission fragments, the
ionization ratio R would be in error.

It is better to have

complete saturation and eliminate this possibility, since
the great difference in ionization density between fission
fragments and alpha particles might indeed be expected to
change the fraction of electrons collected under conditions
of incomplete saturation.
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Figures 10 and 11 are plots of alpha pulse height
versus source voltage.

Each curve of Figure 10 is norma

lized to 100 per cent.

It is necessary to comment more

fully on these figures, and this will be done in the sections
on Gas multiplication and Risetime correction.

For now it

will suffice to state that the "Vc = 1220 volts" curve of
Figure 10 for argon and the dotted line of Figure 11 for
helium and the helium plus argon mixture show the changes in
pulse height corresponding to source region field strength
changes only, with the effects of gas multiplication around
the grid wires and risetime eliminated.

(Gas multiplication

gives an increased pulse height, but this increase is not
due to Initial electrons.

Risetime effects produce changes

in pulse height for no change in the number of electrons
collected.)

With these two effects absent, changes in pulse

height correspond to changes in saturation, and zero slope
indicates a constant degree of saturation.

At the higher

source voltage, Vs, values the slope of these curves is
about zero, while it is significantly greater at low Vs.
Therefore in the higher Vs region, saturation for alphas was
constant in all gases (though not necessarily complete).
This would be expected because at zero field few electrons
would have been collected, and as the field increased, more
and more electrons would have been collected until complete
saturation occurred. (The change need not necessarily have
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been monotonie due to resonance capture.
(2lj.).)

See Wilkinson

It should be noted that even for zero source voltage,

the field in the source region was not quite zero in the
present case because of the collector field leaking through
the grid; in fact, the pulse height was down only a few per
cent at zero source voltage.

For the case of fast chambers

employing electron collection in the inert gases, as is the
case in this experiment, Wilkinson (2I4.) states that electron
loss can be attributed almost entirely to electron capture by
electronegative gas impurities.

Gas purity is therefore ex

treme ly important, and is the reason for the purifier used
here»
The possibilities of electron collection by the grid
and diffusion to the chamber walls should also be considered.
Referring to the section on Grid, collector and source elec
trode, it may be seen that grid losses occur very suddenly
and leave little doubt of their existence.

The very sudden

drop in the curves of Figures 10 and 11 at higher Vs are due
to grid losses.

All measurements were made under conditions

corresponding to points on the curves well back of the
sudden drop, and thus grid losses were negligible.

Also,

considering the large dimensions of the collector and source
electrode as compared to the source proper, and the source
skirt which caused the field lines to bend away from the
chamber walls, it is unlikely that any significant diffusion
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losses were present.

Wilkinson (24) gives data for esti

mating the magnitude of diffusion which leads to negligible
diffusion losses for this experiment•
Zero slope for the curves discussed above is not proof
that the electron collection was complete, but only that it
was constant.

An indication that it was complete for argon

is given by the agreement of the absolute energy per ion
pair measurement in argon (see the section on Absolute
Energy per Ion Pair) with the value determined by Jesse and
Sadauskis (38) and Bortner and Hurst (39) in very pure argon
by total ion collection.

Any electron loss would have re

sulted in a higher measured value.

Thus saturation for

alpha particles in argon was constant and nearly complete
under the conditions used in this experiment.

The absolute

energy per ion pair value for helium tells very little about
the completeness of saturation because of the extreme
sensitivity to purity as discussed in the section on Gas
fillings and purification.

However, because helium is also

an inert gas and was purified by the same method as the
argon, little difference in the saturation properties would
be expected.

This statement applies also to the helium plus

argon mixture.
For the case of fission fragments, the increase in
ionization density by a factor of fifty over that for alpha
particles (2) might make complete saturation more difficult
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to achieve.

The fraction of electrons lost by actual re

combination of electrons with positive ions would be ex
pected to increase, while the fraction lost by electron
capture to impurities should remain the same or decrease.
Figures 12 and 13 are plots of source voltage versus the
ratio R of the fission fragment pulse height to the alpha
particle pulse height multiplied by the alpha kinetic
energy.

Differences in Figure 12(a) and 12(b) are statis

tical variations caused by the analysis of the data by two
different methods.

Because of the time factor in obtaining

fission pulse heights, It was impossible to take a series of
measurements comparing fission pulse heights directly as in
the alpha case.

Therefore the alpha pulse height was

measured at the same high Vs during each fission pulse
height measurement, and the ratio R multiplied by the alpha
energy was plotted against Vs used in the fission measure
ment.

Variations in the ordinate for these curves therefore

corresponds to variations in fission pulse height caused by
changes in

Vs.

Figures 12 and 13 are thus equivalent to

Figures 10 and 11 for alpha particles, and are subject to
the same multiplication and risetime correction as mentioned
above.

The risetime correction would be negligible in the

case of fission fragments, and the multiplication correction
would be lost in the statistical variations over the small
range of Vs covered.

Figures 12 and 13 are therefore
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representative of the saturation for fission fragments.

It

is seen that within statistics, the curves show a constant
saturation over the higher Vs region.

The points marked

"previous" for helium were earlier measurements made with
more uncertainty, but do show that the curve for helium
drops rather sharply at lower Vs.

Measurements in the same

Vs region for argon showed no comparable decrease.

This is

consistent with Herwig and Miller (23) who found almost
equal ionization ratios R in argon and helium in the region
of 3000 volts (normalizing to equal source region field
strength and pressure).

Prom this, it appears that if

saturation were incomplete for fission fragments, the degree
of saturation was higher in argon, and any further increase
in Vs would have led to a greater difference between the
ionization ratios R in argon and helium.
In the Improbable event that saturation could account
for the light fragment ionization ratio R difference between
helium and argon, the large difference in the light-to-heavy
fragment ionization ratio as measured in argon and helium
(listed in the final results) still shows that an ionization
defect must be present at least for the heavy fragment in
argon relative to helium.

This is because the density of

ionization is not very different for the light and heavy
fragment (2), and this would be the only basis for expecting
a difference in the saturation between them in either gas.
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This assîmes no ether effects were present which would have
changed the ratio, and indeed other effects will be shown to
have been negligible at the end of the next section.
It is unlikely that any significant difference in
saturation was present between helium and the helium plus
argon mixture.

Factors giving support for this include

equal risetime, equal Zm, identical alpha saturation curves,
and equal pressure for the helium and the mixture (see the
sections on Risetime correction, Collector, grid and source
electrode system, and Figure 11).

Therefore, except for

the increase in ionization due to the discharge of the
helium metastable states (10), it appears that the mixture
had essentially the same properties as the helium.

This is

reasonable in view of the very small amount of argon, also
an inert gas, which was added.

The increase in ionization

density in the mixture would be expected to have decreased
the saturation if any difference had been present, and cor
rection for this would increase the ionization ratio dif
ference between the helium and the mixture.

On the basis of

these comments, the degree of saturation for fission frag
ments will be taken to have been the same for the helium and
the helium plus argon mixture.
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3.

Gas multiplication
As the field strength In an ionization chamber is in

creased to higher and higher values, a point is reached where
the amount of collected ionization begins to rise rapidly
with increasing field strength.

The collected ionization

may be made many times the initial ionization produced by
the incident particle.

This "gas multiplication" is the

basis for proportional counters.

Multiplication occurs

when the field strength is sufficient to impart enough energy
to the drifting electrons that they may ionize gas atoms
which they strike.
In this experiment multiplication was shown to be
present for pure argon.

None was present for the helium,

the helium plus argon mixture, or the argon plus carbon
dioxide mixture under any conditions used.

Because of the

hiZm in argon (see the section on Collector, grid, and
source electrode system) it was necessary to operate in the
region of slight multiplication in order to use high source
voltage.

Figure 14 is a plot of alpha particle pulse height

in argon as a function of the collector voltage Vc, with Vs
constant.

This curve shows that multiplication was present

since the very sharp increase in pulse height cannot be ex
plained on the basis of saturation.

Vs was made low enough

so that the voltage ratio Zm for argon was not reached for
the lowest Vc used.

Multiplication commenced at X/P about
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1.3* where JÇ/P is the ratio of field strength to pressure
in volts per cm per mmHg.

In this case X was obtained by

dividing Vc by the grid-to-collector distance.
was 1000 mmHg.

The pressure

Wilkinson (2lf.) states that multiplication

begins in pure argon at X/P about $.

It is not surprising

that multiplication was observed in this experiment because
the field near the grid wires would have been many times
greater than the average which was used.
Gas multiplication affected this experiment in two
ways.

First, the amount of multiplication must be known in

order to correct the absolute energy per ion pair measure
ments.

Second, in the event that the multiplication was

different for alpha particles as compared to fission frag
ments, the observed ionization ratio R would be in error.
The amount of multiplication may be found by using
Figure 14 in conjunction with Figure 10.

The positive slope

of the curves of Figure 10 cannot be explained on the basis
of risetime effects as will be pointed out in the section on
Risetime correction.

The trend of the slope decreasing as

Vc decreased indicates that the multiplication was also a
function of Vs.

In the curve for Vc = 1220 volts, prac

tically no multiplication was present and the corresponding
saturation curve was almost flat, while for Vc = i860 volts
considerable multiplication was present and apparently in
creased with increasing Vs.

Certainly an increase in Vs
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increased the field in the grid region and that would be ex
pected to increase the multiplication.

Therefore to deter

mine the amount of multiplication one must consider both
figures.

For example, the absolute energy per ion pair

measurements in argon were made with Vs = 4500 volts and
Vc = 1^4° volts.

Figure 14 shows 0.3 per cent multiplica

tion at this Vc with Vs = 2500 volts.

Figure 10 shows an

increase of 0.4 per cent in changing Vs from 2500 volts to
4500 volts at this Vc, and according to the curve for Vc =
1220 volts, 0.2 per cent is subtracted for saturation.
Hence the amount of multiplication was 0.5 per cent in this
case.

Some variation was noted in the multiplication curves

taken with different gas fillings, and combining this varia
tion with uncertainties in the saturation curves, this value
of 0.5 per cent should be correct to ±0.2.

This value will

be used for the multiplication correction to the absolute
energy per ion pair measurements.
According to this procedure the fission and calibrating
alpha measurements in argon were made with 2.8 per cent
multiplication.

In view of the strict constancy of multi

plication observed in proportional counters for varying
amounts of initial ionization and much higher multiplication,
it would seem unlikely that the multiplication varied more
than a few per cent between alphas and fission fragments.
This would lead to an insignificant correction in the
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ionization ratio R.

Furthermore the only reason for sus

pecting a possible difference in the multiplication is the
great difference in initial ionization between fission frag
ments and alpha particles.

Due to diffusion, this difference

in density would not have been so pronounced by the time the
electrons reached the grid region, that is, the region in
which multiplication occurred. Finally it may be noted that
the ionization density does not vary much between the most
probable light fragment and the most probable heavy fragment
(2)•

This means that the multiplication must be the same

for both the heavy and light fragments and thus it cannot
affect the ratio of the light fragment ionization to the
heavy fragment ionization.

Also risetime and grid-shielding

inefficiency do not appreciably affect the light-to-heavy
fragment ionization ratio in any of the gases (this will be
shown in the sections on Risetime correction and Gridshielding inefficiency correction).

Therefore the large

difference in this ratio listed in the final results between
argon and helium indicates that there must be an ionization
defect in argon relative to helium at least for the most
probable heavy fragment•

This would be true regardless of

any difference in multiplication between fission fragments
and alpha particles.
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Risetime correction
An amplifier with a differentiating time constant less
than infinity used to amplify pulses will yield pulses whose
height depends on the shape in time of the original pulse
for all pulse shapes except a step function.

Because the

velocity of electrons moving between the electrodes of an
ionization chamber is finite, the rate of change of the
potential across the electrodes is finite.

Therefore the

voltage pulse obtained from the chamber is not a step func
tion.

In the present experiment the amplifier had a dif

ferentiating time constant comparable to the pulse risetime,
so the approximation to a step function would not be at all
valid.

Furthermore, the shapes of the various pulses en

countered varied widely and therefore the effective gain of
the amplifier varied among the various pulses.

It is im

portant for the purposes here that the measured pulse heights
were strictly proportional to the pulse heights originating
in the chamber, and that they were completely independent of
the pulse shape.

It is the purpose of this section to

examine the magnitude of this pulse risetime effect and
determine corrections to be made in the data to compensate
for the different pulse shapes.
In the present case of a gridded ionization chamber,
the pulse is almost entirely produced by the motion of
electrons in the grid-to-collector region.

However, due to
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the grid-shielding inefficiency, motion of charge in the
source-to-grid region does make a very small contribution to
the pulse.

The pulse shape is determined by the following

considerations.

As a track of ionization moves to the grid,

the pulse rises slowly a few per cent due to the shielding
inefficiency.
pulse profile.

This will be designated as region I of the
Region II begins as electrons reach the grid

and drift into the grid-to-collector region.
rises much faster in this region.

The pulse

The pulse slope increases

until a maximum number of electrons are moving in the gridto-collector region, and then decreases.

Region III is the

time for the last electron to pass from the grid to the
collector.

An extremely small slope remains due to the

motion of the positive ions which are not completely
shielded by the grid, but the short differentiating time
constant of the amplifier effectively eliminates this.

Also

the positive ion contribution is proportionately the same
for alpha particle pulses and fission fragment pulses in a
given gas, and so would not affect the ionization ratio R in
any case.
The pulse shapes vary according to track orientation,
filling gas, and chamber potentials.

The pulse for a par

ticle track parallel to the source rises slightly in region
I and then rises linearly very rapidly until the track
reaches the collector.

In this case region II and III are
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concurrente

The pulse for a particle track perpendicular to

the source also rises slightly in region I, but in region
II the curvature increases rapidly until a maximum number of
electrons are moving in the grid-to-colleotor region.

The

curvature then decreases, and continues to decrease into
region III.

The proportion of time included in each of the

three regions also depends on the track length and the elec
tron drift velocity, and therefore the pulse shape is
dependent on the gas used and the electric field-to-pressure
ratio.
An estimate of the time included by the regions may be
obtained by finding the track lengths and drift velocity
from experimental data.

Using the data of Livingston and

Bethe (40) and Wytzes and Van der Maas (41)» track lengths
for alpha particles,

and

respectively, were calcu

lated to have been 6*26 and 5*19 cm in helium, and 2.55 and
2*11 cm in argon under the conditions used.

Recent measure

ments of electron drift velocity have been made by Bortner
(42) and by Bowe (43)•
argon and helium.

Their values were used for the pure

Table 3 shows the results of such calcu

lations for U2^4 alpha particles.

The track length is r

cm, v is the source-to-grid region drift velocity in cm per
microsecond, b the time in microseconds required for an
electron to drift a distance r in the source-to-grid region,
and t is the time required for an electron to move from the
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Table 3»

Alpha pulse height risetime corrections

Vs

r

v

b

t

T

"28"

"48"

He
6000
(6000) a

6.26

(5.19)

4500

6.26
6.26

3000
1500

6.26

0.48

(0.48)
0.43
0.35
0.24

1.8
(1.8)
1.8
1.8
1.8

13.0
(10.8)

14.6
17.9
26.1

9.1
(7.8)
10.0

11.9
16.6

0.44

0.15

(0.32)

(0.11)
0 .18
0.26

0.53
0.75
1.46

0.50

0.56
(0 .41)

(0.14)

He + A

45oo
(45oo) a

6.26

(5.19)
6.26
6.26

3000
1500

0.35

14.6
(12.1)
17.9

0.24

26.1

0.43
(0.43)

2.0
(2.0)
2.0

10.2

(8.8)
12.1

0.78

2.0

16.8

1.51

2.8
(2.8)
2.8
2.8

6 .4
(5.8)

0.22
(0.18)
0 .24

0.19
0.27
0.51

A
6000
(6000)*
3000
1500

2.55
(2.11)
2.55
2.55

0.38
(0.38)

0.35
0.34

6.7
(5.6)
7.3
7.5

6.8

6.9

0.25

0.08
(0.06)
0.08
0.09

aFigures in parentheses indicate the U238 alpha
particle.

grid to the collector.

The time included in region II is

(b COB ©), IDIEre @ is the angle between the particle track
and the normal to the source*
III is t.

The time included in region

Although the time included in region I is of the

order of b, the fraction of the pulse contributed in this
region is so small that it may be neglected when computing
pulse ris et line s •

It will be seen later in this section that

this assumption leads to consistent results.

The risetime

of the pulse is then given by (t + b cos 6).

Since the
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corrections depend on the square of the risetime, (see
below) the square of the risetime as given by the latter
expression was averaged over all angles of particle emission.
The square root of this average is given as T in Table 3»
A visual examination of the pulses displayed on an
oscilloscope showed general agreement with the above con
siderations.

The sweep of the scope was not triggered until

the pulses had begun to rise, so a small part of the leading
edge could not be seen.

Photographs of pulses at the pre

amplifier output are shown in Figure l£.
on the scales represent 2 microseconds.

The small divisions
The upward slope of

the trailing edge was due to the differentiating time con
stant in the preamplifier.
ticle pulses in argon.

Photograph (a) shows alpha par

These were small and the noise level

was high at the preamplifier output because little filtering
had been done.

Photographs (b) and (c) show fission fragment

pulses in helium and in argon, respectively.

Several

hundred fission pulses were studied for each gas under the
different field conditions.

The longest and average rise-

times observed were shorter than calculated values by a few
microseconds.

This is consistent with the sweep being

triggered late.

Values of 2.5 and 1.9 cm for the average

li#it and heavy fragment track lengths in air (2) were used
in these calculations.

This compares with 3*26 air cm for

the U^34 alpha particle.

Alpha pulse risetimes were more

Figure l£.

Oscilloscope traces of pulses
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difficult to observe, but the agreement was about the same.
An intrinsic difference should be noticed between the
fission and alpha pulses due to the change in ionization
density along the tracks.

The density of ionization in

creases slowly along the alpha track, while it decreases
rapidly along the fission track (2).

This change in density

causes the maximum pulse slope to occur near the first of
region II for alpha pulses, while the maximum pulse slope
occurs close to the end of region II in the fission case.
This difference is noticed in the photographs.
As stated previously, it is convenient to use the
shortest amplifier differentiating time constant possible in
order to eliminate noise problems.

However this time con

stant must not be so short that the risetime of the pulses
affects the relative height of the amplified pulses.
Wilkinson (21+) gives a method for using a differentiating
time constant comparable to the pulse risetime while main
taining risetime insensitivity.

This method consists of

using an RC integrating network followed by an RC dif
ferentiating network having the same time constant.

For a

linearly rising pulse which rises to its maximum height in a
time x, the pulse height at the output of the network will
vary from its maximum 1 according to (1 - s
the ratio x/RC.

/2l\.),

where s is

Thus for a pulse rising linearly in a time

equal to half the time constant RC, the resulting pulse will
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be down only one per cent from the maximum which a step
function would give.

The solid line of Figure 16 shows

this function plotted for an RC of 28 microseconds.
The pulses of interest here were not linearly rising,
and furthermore although the integrating and differentiating
time constants in the amplifier were equal, they were not
determined by simple RC circuits.

It was therefore neces

sary to have some method for finding the effective RC of the
amplifier for the pulses used.

This was done by constructing

a pulse generator which generated flat pulses of constant
height and which had a leading edge similar to the alpha
particle pulses.

The risetime of the leading edge could be

varied without changirg the pulse height.
shown in Figure 17.

This generator is

It consisted basically of a cathode

follower which was cut off by a pulse which had a variable
risetime.

The output pulse was the shape of the tube cutoff

characteristic.

A photograph of the generator pulse as seen

at the output of the preamplifier is shown in photograph (d)
of Figure 15>.

The pulses were placed on the source electrode

as in the case of the calibrating pulse generator.

It is

seen that the shape of the pulse was similar to the alpha
pulses.

In order to calibrate the pulses from this generator

as to risetime, they were fed into a true RC integratingdifferentiating network of time constant 28 microseconds.
The generator risetime was taken as the time to the maximum
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of the pulse from the preamplifier.

The risetime for

photograph (d) was then 8 microseconds*
plotted on Figure 16.

The results are

The same pulses were then fed through

the amplifying system used in this experiment.
sults are plotted on the same figure.

These re

It is evident that

the amplifier used had effective RC time constants close to
28 microseconds for pulses with risetimes less than 16
microseconds.
greater.

For longer risetimes, the effective RC was

Using the amplifier half power points of 5,4 and

10,3 kilocycles, the integrating and differentiating times
were calculated to have been about 30 microseconds.

In the

following discussion the time constant RC will be taken as
28 microseconds and the formula of Wilkinson (24) will be
applied because of the close experimental fit to the solid
line of Figure 16,

The columns "28" and "48" of Table 3

give the percentage drop in pulse height due to root mean
square risetimes T for amplifier time constants of 28 and 48
microseconds.
Figure 11, which was discussed in the section on Satura
tion, shows curves of alpha particle pulse height versus
source voltage.
the present.

The helium curves will be considered for

The 28 microsecond curve was determined under

the usual amplifier conditions.

Picking the ordinate of the

highest source voltage point fixes the rest of the points on
the given curve.

The value 0,44 per cent decrease in pulse
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height as found in column "28", Table 3, was used to locate
the high end of the curve •

A similar curve was determined

using an RC network amplifier to amplify the alpha pulses
which had time constants of about Ij.8 microseconds.

(Noise

problems prevented use of this amplifier in other phases of
the experiment.)

The high end of this latter curve was

located at 0.15 per cent down as given in column "ij.8".
Letting the broken curve represent the actual saturation
characteristics, it was found that the risetime correction
as calculated in Table 3 made possible a match of all three
curves to w5thin 0,1 correction per cent.
It should be noted that the drift velocity in the
source-to-grid region at 1500 source volts is only half that
at 6000 volts.
velocity.

Time regions I and II are dependent on this

Using the ratio of the T at 1500 volts to the T

for 6000 volts which is 1.83, and squaring this, the ratio
of the corrections is found to be 3*35*

For longer times in

regions I and II the ratio would be closer to 4*0 because of
the lessened effect of the small constant value t on T.
This means that if the pulse height had been down 0.75 per
cent at 6000 volts, it would have had to be down at least
2.5 per cent at 1500 volts and it is not.
regions are included in this argument.)

(All three time

Even assuming com

plete saturation, the "28" curve would not be followed at
the low end.

For a correction of 0.25 per cent at 6000
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volts it would be almost possible to fit the "28" curve
assuming that the "48" curve was the actual saturation
curve.

However this would imply much shorter risetime s than

were observed on the scope.

Thus the ordinate of the 28

microsecond curve must fall between 0.25 per cent and 0.75
per cent.
For the case of the helium plus argon mixture, it was
found that the alpha curves for this mixture were identical
to the helium curves if the two curves were matched at the
high end of the helium plus argon curve.
on Figure 11.

This may be seen

Because of the square relation in the correc

tion it seems quite definite that the risetime s for the
helium plus argon were the same as those for helium under
the same conditions of voltage.

This is further verified by

direct observation of the fission pulses on an oscilloscope.
No variations from helium were noticed over the range of
source voltage.

A trial mixture containing six times as

much argon as the mixture used in the measurements showed no
difference.

The equality of Zm for the helium and the helium

plus argon (see the section on Collector, grid and source
electrode system) gives further support to the contention
that except for the discharge of metastable states, the addi
tion of the small amount of argon made very little difference
in the properties of the helium.

Even though argon has a

stopping power about six times that of helium, the 0.25 per
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cent argon which was added would have made very little dif
ference in the track length.
The top curve of Figure 10 shows similar curves for
argon.

In this case it may be noted that changing time con

stants made little difference in the curves.

This would be

expected from Table 3 which shows that the drift velocity
and therefore the risetime does not change significantly
over the range of source voltage studied.

Corrections for

the argon must therefore be made using calculations which
appeared to work well for helium.
The determination of the effective risetimes for the
fission fragments is much less certain.

From track length

considerations, the risetimes should be about one-third less
for the light fragment than for the U2^4 alpha particle.

On

the other hand, the time included in region I is longer for
the fission fragments.

Also the fission pulse shape is not

the same as for alpha particles, and the amount of change in
the effective risetime is not known.

For these reasons, the

corrections for the light fission fragment pulses will be
given with an uncertainty which includes effective risetimes
from 0.6 times the alpha risetime to the alpha risetime.
There is little doubt that the llg&t fission value lies
within this range.
Under the above considerations, the risetime corrections
to be used are given in Table ij..

These corrections are to be
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Table 1+.

Risetime corrections (in per cent)

Alpha particle
He

0.5 * 0.25

He + A
A

0.2 - 0.2

R%

RH
±

0.2 ± 0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2 ± 0.2

0.3 ± 0.2

0.1 t 0.1

0.1 i 0.1

applied in the direction to increase the alpha particle
pulse height and to decrease the ratio R.
The relative correction between the most probable light
and hea*ry fission fragments is even less than the relative
correction between the light fragment and the alpha pulses
as given in the preceding paragraph.

Therefore these cor

rections cannot account for the large change in the lightto-heavy fragment ionization ratios between argon and the
helium and helium plus argon mixture which are listed in
the final results.

P.

Absolute Energy per Ion Pair Measurement

The average energy per ion pair for alpha particles
has been measured by Bortner and Hurst (39) and by Jesse
and Sadauskis (38) in various gases using methods in which
positive and negative ions and electrons were collected*
In the present experiment only the electrons were collected.
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The measurement using electron collection is more subject
to saturation problems caused by negative ion formation,
and to possible electron collection by the grid in a gridded
ionization chamber.

It was therefore of interest to show

that the value of the average energy per ion pair measured
by this method was the same as that measured by collection
of positive and negative ions and electrons.

Agreement of

the value obtained by electron collection with the value
obtained by total ion collection would show that saturation
problems were negligible and that electrons were not lost.
Conceptually the measurement is quite simple.

The

average energy per ion pair is defined as the total initial
energy of the particle divided by the number of ion pairs
produced in completely stopping it.

The energy may be

found in the literature (33)» and the number of ion pairs
is just the amount of charge collected divided by the charge
of an electron.

Since the charge is the product of the

capacitance of the collecting electrode with the potential
change occurring on that electrode, these two quantities
must be measured.
1.

Pulse voltage
The output pulses from the amplifier system were pro

portional to the voltage changes occurring on the collector
electrode.

It would be impossible to compute the gain of

of the amplifier system directly, so a comparison method
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had to be used.

The calibration pulse generator shown in

Figure 8 was used as a source of pulses whose magnitudes
were precisely known*

These pulses were used to calibrate

the pulse sorting system so that the alpha particle pulse
height could be read in terms of the original pulse height
occurring on the collector electrode*

Referring to the

section on Electronic and Pulse Sorting Equipment, one finds
that the ratio of generator output pulse voltage to po
tentiometer reading was 2*138*
This generator was checked against the variable risetime pulse generator shown in Figure 17*

The pulse height

from the variable risetime generator was measured by placing
a potentiometer across the output cathode resistor and
measuring the average voltage*

The output pulses were in

frequent and of short enough duration so that the average
voltage should have been very close to the pulse height*
For equal output pulse heights, the measurement of the
variable risetime pulse generator voltage indicated that
the pulses from the calibration pulse generator were 0*6
per cent smaller than expected using the ratio of 2.138*
However, due to the inherent possibilities of error in a
vacuum tube circuit caused by such phenomena as gas conduc
tion, the calibration pulse generator seems subject to less
uncertainty.

For this reason, the value 2.138 will be used

for the ratio of output voltage to potentiometer voltage,
but with an 0.5 per cent uncertainty in the absolute value.
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Statistical errors in setting the output voltage were
negligible*

It was possible to find the particle pulse

heights in terms of generator pulse heights to a precision
of 0*2 per cent by the film method described in the section
on Electronic and Pulse Sorting Equipment*
2.

Attenuation factor
Because the pulses from the calibration pulse generator

described above were placed on the source electrode, it was
necessary to know what the attenuation of the pulses was as
they were seen on the collector electrode*

This attenuation

factor was found by placing the generator first on the
source electrode aa usual and then decreasing the height of
the generator pulses by a factor of 200 and placing them on
the collector.

The generator was then adjusted until the

output pulses from the amplifier system were the same as
when the pulses had been fed to the source electrode*

It

was found that the value for the attenuation was at times
slightly dependent on the magnitude of the pulse heights
used in determining it*

This dependence was a function of

the input tube used, and by choosing tubes, this effect was
almost eliminated*

Since pulses of short duration would be

expected to cause less overload problems than the long
square pulses from the calibration generator, the attenua
tion was also checked with a pulse generator having a fall
time of 100 microseconds (i|4)*

Agreement within 0*3 per
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cent was obtained.

The attenuation factor, which will be

called A, was about 220 and varied slightly between runs*
An uncertainty of 0.5> per cent will be taken for the
attenuation to include the difference noted between the two
generators and the sensitivity to pulse height,
3.

Capacitance
The capacitance was determined by comparing the pulse

heights obtained with and without a standard known capaci
tance in parallel with the collector electrode.

Two methods

were used.
First, the alpha pulse height was obtained as usual by
the film technique.

Then with no other changes, the standard

capacitor was hung on the collector electrode and the pulse
height was again determined.

If v represents the pulse

height without the standard capacitor C*, and v1 represents
the pulse height with C1, then the capacitance of the chamber
C is given by the expression

c =

i^7T-c'-

The second method consisted of placing calibration
pulse generator pulses on the source electrode as usual.
The output pulse height from the amplifier was noted.

The

capacitor C1 was then hung on the collector electrode and
the generator pulse height was increased until the amplifier
output pulse height was the same as before.

This time using
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V* and V to represent the generator pulse height with and
without C, the chamber capacitance is given by the expres
sion

The values of V/V and v'/v were found to be equal to
within 0*1 per cent and their average will be used.

In the

present case, the value of C* was such that V/V1 and v'/v
were about 0.59.

It may be seen that an error in these

ratios will cause 2.5 times as much error in C.

The error

in C due to this cause will be taken as 0.2 per cent.
The capacitor Cf was a shielded vacuum capacitor made
by modifying a Jennings high voltage capacitor.

C* was

measured to an accuracy of 0.1 per cent by the Collins
Radio Company (45) and was found to be 53*36 micromicrofarad for the lead extension used.

A measurement was also

made in this laboratory using a General Radio Type No.
716-C bridge with one per cent accuracy.
kilocycles was used in each case.
to within 0.5 per cent.

A frequency of 10

The two measurements agreed

Due to a slight uncertainty in the

lead extension, an uncertainty of 0.2 per cent will be used
for the Cf measurement*
4»

Input Impedance correction
A rather serious error could result from the measure

ment of the attenuation and capaoitance by the methods used.
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The finite input impedance of the preamplifier allowed
charge to leak off the collector#

If no leakage had been

present, the potential at the preamplifier input would have
remained constant after charge was added to the collector
electrode.

The rate at which the potential decreased was

dependent on the time constant of the chamber capacitance
and the preamplifier input resistance.

The decay rate was

measured at the first cathode follower in the preamplifier
for signals due to particles and the pulse generator on the
source as usual.

Assuming an exponential decay, the time

constant was 36OO microseconds as given by the l/e point.
In the 40 microseconds of interest (the amplifier pulse
peaked at lj.0 microseconds), the pulse from the chamber
would have been down 1,1 per cent.

Actually, the decay

appeared slightly more linear and could have been due in
part to grid current in the first tube.

For a linear rela

tion, the pulse from the chamber would have been down 0,7
per cent.

Since the decay was closer to the exponential, a

value of 1,0 per cent will be used.

When the generator

pulses were placed on the collector, as in the case of the
attenuation measurement, the decay time was doubled.

This

means that in the 40 microseconds of interest the pulses
from the generator on the source were down 1,0 per cent,
while the pulses from the generator on the collector were
down 0,5 per cent,

A similar circumstance obtained in the

v*/v and V/V1 measurement where the added capacitance C1
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increased the decay time by a factor of 1.7.

The pulses

corresponding to v would have been down 1.0 per cent, while
those for v1 would have been down only 0.6 per cent in the
lj.0 microseconds.
ratio.

The same effect was present in the V/V1

In the event that the amplifier sensed the entire

change in potential, these effects would cause the measured
attenuation A to be 0.5 per cent high and the measured C to
be 1.0 per cent high.

It will be seen from the equation

for the absolute energy per ion pair that these errors tend
to cancel.

Because the amplifier would sense only part of

the change in potential in each case, the remaining 0.5 per
cent error would be cut considerably.

For this reason an

0.2 per cent correction will be made with an uncertainty of
0.2 per cent.

This will be called, the input impedance

correction.

5.

Results
If A represents the attenuation factor, 0 the chamber

capacitance in micromicrofarads, and PH the calibration
generator potentiometer reading in millivolts corresponding
to the average of the alpha particle pulses, the average
energy per ion pair in electron volts is given by the
expression
(Total Energy)
(Total Ion Pairs)

3

301,9

A
(PH)C *

The energies of the alpha particles are taken to be J+.76 and
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Table 5.
Gas

Absolute energy per Ion pair measurements8.

V/V'

A

(PH)

c

ev/ion

A

0.5895

222.7

36.52

76.63

26.65

A

0.5842

217.6

36.44

74.97

26.67

He

0.5846

219.4

23.51

75.09

41.63

^Uncorrected

Table 6.

Corrections and uncertainties (per cent)

Corrections and measurements
Multiplication

Argon

Helium

0.5 * 0.2

0.0 * 0.0

Risetime

-0.2 - 0.2

-0.5 - 0.3

Grid-shielding inefficiency

-0.5 - 0.2

-1.2 t 0.2

0.2 - 0.2

0.2 - 0.2

Input impedance

0.0
(PH)
A
c

Positive ion motion

-1.5
2 0.5

J 0.5

t 0.2

t 0.2

i o.5

i o.5

Î 0.2

* 0.2

- 0.2

Î 0.2
- 0o2
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Table 7*

Average energy per ion pair (ev/ion)
Our value

Gas

Jesse (38)

Bortner (39)

Argon

26.66 » O.24

26*4 • 0.1

26.4 - 0.3

Helium

40.98 t 0.37

42.7 - 0.2

46.0 ± 0.5

4.18 Mev for the U2-^" and U2-^®, respectively (33)•
Two sets of argon measurements and one set of helium
measurements were made.

The results are given in Table 5*

The systematic corrections and uncertainties which have
been calculated in this and preceding sections are listed in
Table 6»

The corrections are to be added to the value for

the average energy per ion pair.
Less precise checks of the average energy per ion pair
were made at intervals during the sequence of fission
measurements.

The values agreed within 2 per cent.

The results of the absolute average energy per ion
pair measurement are listed in Table 7*
The average energy per ion pair for the helium plus
argon mixture was 29.5 ev per ion pair.

This was found by

pulse height comparison with helium and is less precise than
the helium value.

Jesse (46) gives the value 29.7 for a

mixture of helium plus 0.13 per cent argon, so the agreement
for the mixture is excellent.
Table 7 shows that within the experimental error, the
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average energy per ion pair in argon measured in the present
experiment by electron collection agrees with the value
obtained by total ion collection.

The variation in the

values for helium points up the great dependence on purity.
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III.

A.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Method of Data Analysis

In order to determine the pu3.se heights corresponding to
the most probable light and heavy fragments, it is necessary
to have a means for reliably locating the position of the
maxima of the fission fragment pulse height spectra as
shown in Figure 7»

Two methods are used in this experiment

for locating these maxima.
In method I, straight lines are drawn along the sides
of the two peaks tangent at the inflection points.
lines are illustrated in Figure 7»
drawn for each peak.

These

A median line is then

The position of the most probable

pulse height, which is taken to be the intersection of the
median line with the cap of the peak, is relatively insensi
tive to the shape of the cap.
Method II consists of arbitrarily splitting the dis
tribution into two parts, a "heavy" and a "light" peak.

The

distribution is cut on the high end at the point where the
curve falls to 10 per cent of the height of the light peak,
and the lower end is cut at the l£ per cent point also rela
tive to the light peak.

The peaks are divided so that 53 per

cent of the remaining pulses fall in the heavy peak, and 47
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per cent in the light peak.

The median in terms of the

number of pulses is then computed for each peak and this is
taken to be the "most probable" pulse height.

In this way

the most probable values correspond closely to the values
obtained by method I.
It should be emphasized that method II locates the
most probable values in an arbitrary, although consistent,
manner.

It is valid to use this method for detecting small

changes in the position of the maxima, but not for locating
the maxima exactly.

Method I yields values which are

close to the actual maxima, and it is used here as a con
venient definition for the light and heavy fragment.
The alpha pulse height is obtained by applying method I
to the alpha pulse height spectra as illustrated in Figure
6.

The alpha pulse height is taken to be the average of the

values for the

and

alpha particles, and therefore

corresponds to an alpha energy of 4*47 Mev.

B.

Data

Table 8 shows the data analyzed by method I.
refers to the ratio of the light-to-heavy fragment ioniza
tion.

El and Eg are R%, and Rg multiplied by the alpha

energy 4«47 Mev.

The differences in the energies listed in

this table between gases therefore equal the differences in
ionization defects (see p. 18).
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Table 8,

Data using method I

Run

Gas

vs

1
2

Hea
He

6000
6500

1.497
1.494

96.0
96.8

64.1
64.8

5100
4500
4000
4800

1.471
1.495
1.500
1.488

98.4
97.8
98.3
97.9

66.9
65.4
65*5
65.8

3
4
5
6

He
He
He
He

+
+
+
+

Ab
A
A
A

RI/H

El (Mev)

Eg (Mev

7
8
9

Ac
A
A

5800
4800
5400

1.547
1.520
1.560

94.0
93.4
95.1

60.7
61.5
61.0

10
11
12

He
He
He

7000
5000
5800

1.471
1.469
1.463

96.8
95.9
96.7

65.8
65.3
66.1

13
14

He + A
He + A

5000
3500

1.470
1.459

98.1
97.2

66.7
66.6

15
16
17

A
A
A

5500
4000
5000

1.546
1.545
1.529

93.6
92.8
92.8

60.6
60.0
60.7

aAll

He runs had Vc = 2170 v; Vs = 7000 v for alpha.

^All He + A runs had Vc = 1540 v; Vs = $000 v for
alpha.
CA11

A runs had Vc = i860 v; Vs = 5800 v for alpha.

Table 9 shows the data analyzed by method II.

Dif

ferences in the energies are equal to differences in ioniza
tion defects.

This table also shows the widths of the

fission distribution curves.
The energy data contained in Tables 8 and 9 is dis
played graphically by Figures 12a, 12b, 13a and 13b.
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Table 9*
Run

Peak widths and data using method II

Light peak*

Heavy peakb

El (Mev)

r i/h

Eg (Mev)

1
2

15.8
16.4

21.2
25.7

1.451
1.440

95.1
95.9

65.5
66.6

3

15.8
15.2
17.9

1.432
1.432
1.441
1.435

97.1
97.1
96.7
96.8

67.8
67.8
67 .I

16.6

28.8
27.7
27.1
27.3

67.5

7
8
9

15.3
15.3
34.9

23.2
24.1
22.8

1.499
1.496
1.473

92.1
91.4
93.4

61.5
61.1
63.4

10
11
12

16.1
16.0
16.3

26.2
25.4
24.7

1-453
1.439
1.447

95.5
95.3
95.3

65.8
66.2
65.9

13
14

14.5
15.5

25.8
26.3

I.430
1.427

96.7
96.8

67.8

15
16
17

14.1
IIl.O
15.0

21.6
22.2
22.7

1.506
1.492
1.485

91.9
91.5
91.6

k
5
6

aWidth

at 0.5 maximum. (Mev)

b Width

at 0.6 maximum. (Mev)

Table 10 shows the average values for the data*

67.6
61.1

61.3
61.7

The

averages include all the runs listed in the preceding
tables, but runs 1j4. and 16 are not included in the energy
averages because of the lower Vs values.

The solid hori

zontal bars on Figures 12a, 12b, 13a and 13b indicate the
average values and the runs included*

It would be im

possible to make meaningful least square lines with so few
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Table 10.

Data averages
rL/H

Gas

EL

(Mev)

E^ (Mev)

Method I
He + A

1.481

+ 0.007

98.1 ± 0.1

66.1

+

He

1.479 t 0.007

96.4 - 0.2

65.2

±

A

1.541

+ 0.006

93.8 ± 0.4

60.9

+ 0.2

0.3
0.4

Method II
He + A

1.433

He

1.446

A

1.492

+ 0.002
+
+

96.9 i 0.1

67.6 + 0.2

0.003

95.4 * 0.2

66.0 + 0.2

0.005

92.1 ± 0.4

61.8

+

0.5

points, and the horizontal bars seem to be a reasonable fit.
The differences in the ionization defects are shown in
Table 11.

The entries were computed by averaging the dif

ferences in defects found by methods I and II.

The larger

of the uncertainties for the two methods is retained.

The

corrections applied in this table are for grid-shielding
inefficiency (see p. 54) and pulse risetime (see p. 93)•
These two corrections constitute the only corrections to be
made, so the corrected values in Table 11 are the final
results.
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Differences in ionization defects (Mev)
Uncorrected
Light
Heavy

^ He " ^He+A

Aa " A He

Corrected
Light
Heavy

1.6 ± 0.2

1.3 - 0.5

1.6 t 0.3

1.3 t 0.5

3.0 ± 0.5

l+«3 - 0.5

2.5 - 0.6

3.9 - 0.5

0.

Discussion

The greater light fission peak widths for helium and
the helium plus argon mixture as compared to argon which are
noted in Table 9 might bo misleading.

Helium recoil atoms

due to fast neutrons in the first two mentioned gases caused
an increase in the baseline noise over that for argon be
cause the maximum energy transfer possible from a neutron
to an argon atom is much less than from a neutron to a
helium atom.

This increase in baseline noise would tend to

broaden the peaks slightly.

Since the exact magnitude of

this effect is unknown, the peak widths are given only to
show that the shape of the spectra did not vary much between
the runs.

The slight increase in peak width due to the

baseline noise cannot change the position of the maxima
significantly.
The larger random variations in the heavy peak widths
would be expected because a small change in the height of
the valley makes a very great change in the heavy peak
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width even at 0.6 of the maximum.

The shape of the valley

must be rather arbitrarily drawn, so the variations in the
heavy peak widths are not significant.
It should be mentioned that the shape of the fission
pulse height spectra obtained in this experiment is very
similar to that obtained by Wahl (30) using

fission

fragments.
The light-to-heavy fission fragment ionization ratio
shown in Table 10 is given to point up the great change in
this ratio between argon and the other two gases.

Since the

grid-shielding inefficiency and risetime corrections are
very small for this ratio, a sizeable error in making the
corrections could not account for the change which is ob
served.

Also saturation and multiplication can be very

little different for the light and heavy fragments.

There

fore the change in the light-to-heavy ionization ratio gives
a definite indication that a defect exists in argon at least
for the heavy fragment.

Ill

IV.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the results of this experiment, four
conclusions are reached.
First, the agreement of the absolute average energy
per ion pair for alpha particles in argon with that measured
by total ion collection (38, 39) indicates that there is no
basic difference in results obtained by electron collection
compared to total Ion collection.

The small difference in

the average energy per ion pair value for helium compared to
the total ion collection value (38, 39) is easily explained
on the basis of the extreme sensitivity to gas purity in
helium.

It is therefore concluded that there is no basic

difference in the results obtained by total ion collection
compared to electron collection.
Second, from the final results for the difference in
ionization defects between argon and helium, it is concluded
that a difference in these defects exists as predicted by
Knipp and Ling (6).

Since the theoretical prediction is not

expected to have high accuracy, the extremely close agree
ment of the measured value to the predicted value should be
taken to be fortuitous.
The reason for the failure of Herwig and Miller (23) to
find a difference between the defects in argon and helium

112a
probably lies in saturation problems.

As discussed in the

section on Saturation, the present experiment indicates
that saturation for fission fragments in helium, but not in
argon, becomes incomplete at field-to-pressure ratios in the
region examined by Herwig and Miller*

A difference in

saturation between helium and argon could easily result in
failure to find any difference in ionization defects between
these gases*
Third, the difference in ionization defects between
helium and the helium plus argon mixture verifies that a
small defect exists in helium owing to an increase in the
proportion of metastable states produced by fission fragments
relative to alpha particles*

This is equivalent to stating

that the ionization-to-excitation ratio for fission fragments
in helium is loss than this ratio for alpha particles.
It is likely that this metastable effect occurs in the
lower velocity region where elastic atomic collisions become
important.

The collisions of interest might then be atomic

collisions resulting in excitation.

So long as the effect

is confined to the low velocity region, it leads to a true
defect as defined in the Introduction.

The possibility is

of course open that w for fission fragments is always
greater than w* for alpha particles because of a decreased
ionization-to-excitation ratio inherent in fission fragment
energy loss processes over the entire range.

The present

experiment does not specify in which velocity region the

112b
Table 12.

Ionization defect differences (Mev)
Source

A+G02

- Aa
A

A^

A He

A

-A

Hq+a

A+GOg

Light

Heavy

Herwig and Miller
(23)

3.0 ± 0.7

4«5 - 1.0

This experiment

2.5 - 0.6

3.9 - 0.5

This experiment

1.6 - 0.3

1.3 t 0.5

7.1 - 1.0

9.7 - 1.2

5«7

6.7

Leachman (19)

effect occurs.
On the basis of the preceding paragraph, it is very
possible that part of the total ionization defect for argon
also is due to a decrease in the ionization-to-excitation
ratio for fission fragments relative to alpha particles.
This would be harder to verify by the method of discharging
metastable states because of the decreased importance of the
metastable states in argon (10).

The lack of theoretical

understanding makes it difficult to estimate the magnitude
of the "metastable" defect in argon.
Fourth, from the entries in Table 12 it is concluded that
if the earlier measurements made in argon plus carbon dioxide
[ discussed by Leachman (19, 20)J

were repeated in the helium

plus argon mixture, the discrepancies discussed by Leachman
would be greatly diminished.

If it is assumed that very

112o
little defect remains in the helium plus argon mixture, the
values 7,1 and 9,7 Mev given in Table 12 represent the light
and heavy fragment defects in argon plus carbon dioxide.
These values are greater than the 5»7 and 6*7 Mev values due
to Leachman (19), and since any defect present in the helium
plus argon mixture would lead to the discrepancy being even
greater it appears that very little defect remains in the
helium plus argon mixture.

The present discrepancy from

Leachman's values does not appear serious in view of remarks
made in his discussion (19) which suggest that the values
5e? and 6,7 Mev may be slightly small.
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